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Where's the
Reform?
-Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers-

A

year after Postmaster
General Megan Brennan
was officially sworn in, have
we seen any significant movement
towards postal reform? It is often
said that very little legislation takes
place during a presidential election
year. But the Postal Service has to
carry on and get the mail delivered
regardless of what’s happening or
not happening in Congress.

A year ago, in the March 2015
Federal Times, Andy Medici
reported, in part, She said she
would work with policymakers, the
mailing industry and union leaders
to identify reform areas where
there is broad agreement – such as
eliminating the prefunding of retiree
health benefits.The prefunding
requirement alone costs the Postal
Service about $5.5 billion a year.
The prefunding requirement and
a proposal to establish a separate
Postal Service health plan integrated
with Medicare – where eligible
employees would be required to use
Medicare as their primary insurance
– would be the top priorities of any
legislation, Brennan said. “If we
are able to eliminate that onerous
annual prefunding requirement,

(Continued on Page 5)
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President's Report:

I Can Top Last Month’s Story
(Unfortunately)

T

-Jo Ann Pyle-

here is no shortage of abusive
supervisors and managers
in the Post Office and we
have plenty in the Seattle District.
Sometimes it feels that we have
more than our fair share. Balvinder
Singh-Minhas came to Seattle as an
Area Manager about two years ago.
From the minute he entered the
scene, he has been abusing letter
carriers. Yelling, screaming, waving
his arms, belittling and the list
goes on and on. We have filed more
than a dozen grievances regarding
his inappropriate behavior but it
continues.
When letter carriers complain or
file grievances or write statements,
our concerns fall on deaf ears.
Since we are “just letter carriers”
it’s either “our fault” or we’re “not
being truthful” or “it’s just the
way Balvinder communicates.”
Sometimes the explanation
deteriorates to the point of us being
told it’s a “cultural thing”. What a
crock. Bad behavior is bad behavior
and there is no excuse for it.

The branch recently became aware
of an incident in Ballard. Three
management personnel were
observing a letter carrier on the
street. They were MCSO Balvinder
Singh-Minhas, Station Manager John

Smith and 204B Charles Trayford.
During this observation these
managers were belittling the letter
carrier, complaining about the Post
Office and blaming the Union for the
dysfunction of the Postal Service.
This entire interaction was in front
of a customer. The customer, to
his credit, was horrified by the
behavior of management and the
mistreatment of the carrier. He
wrote a statement about what he
observed:

The supervisors were complaining
about how slow he was, taking too
long to put letters in the boxes. One
said, ‘It has taken him a half hour
already. I sure hope he is not going
to drag it out for 45 minutes’ . . . At
that point the concierge and I felt so
uncomfortable that we decided to
talk with the three supervisors about
the Post Office, and that was when
things really became interesting.
The supervisors complained about
the Postal Service, saying it was a
big joke and had no chance of being
fixed as long as postal workers
had a union. [emphasis added] They
also mentioned the corrupt culture
of the Postal Service in this area and
how such a culture would never be

(Continued on Page 4)
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Branch Meeting Summarized Minutes
April 13th, 2016
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Kevin Gottlieb

President Jo Ann Pyle called the April Branch
meeting to order at 7:00 PM. A roll call of
officers found Garrett Scott absent.
Chaplain Mats Julin read an inspirational
message.
Communications: Mark Myers read thank you
letters to the branch.
Applications for Membership: Kevin read the
names of 43 new applications for membership.
MSC
Officer Recommendations:
•
To empower the state
delegates to act on behalf
of the branch at the state
convention in SeaTac.
MSC
•

To empower the national
delegates to act on behalf
of the branch at the
national convention in Los
Angeles. MSC

President Jo Ann Pyle:
•
Regional Shop Steward College this
week. Would like to excuse Tawnie
Brenner, Scott Anderson, Nick
Simmons, Jacilyn Kitchen and Lee
Brown who are in attendance. MSC
•
Office assistant turnover, new office
assistant is Kim Tolbert.
•
The website is now up to date.
•
No news on national negotiations.
•
Details of the rural carrier contract
were discussed.
•
Caucasus last month was fun.
Dispute about carriers who attended
their caucuses and were not paid
admin leave.
•
Renton arbitration concerning past
practice of 15 minute breaks was last
week. Geno Orcutt testified.
•
Coby Jones spoke about the
arbitration and the 15 minute breaks.
•
More issues with Balvinder.
Balvinder, John Smith and Charles
Trayford were walking with a
carrier. They were bad mouthing the
carrier, USPS and the union in front
of customers. A customer wrote a
statement.
•
Next month is Arbitration for the
Seattle 20% annual leave.
•
State convention is next month.

Vice President BJ Hansen:
•
6 am this morning Verizon
employees walked out on strike.
•
546 grievances to date.
Business from the Floor:
•
Union solidarity.
•
Former Postmaster Don Hatch is
working at Home Depot.
Condolence Mark Myers:
•
Read the names of those that recently
departed, including retired members
Keith Moody, Joseph Belanger and
Tyrone Gordly. A moment of silence
was observed.
KCLC/WSLC Mark Myers:
•
Spoke about upcoming labor events
•
Don Bennett spoke about Seattle
University, the upcoming political
season, COPE Convention and his
recent caucus experience.
•
Rick Horner about 1st congressional
district political news.
MDA Brian Wiggins & Chriss Daniels:
•
Chriss informed the members of
tonight’s drawing prizes.
Food Drive Deborah Patterson:
•
Spoke about the upcoming food
drive.
Picnic Committee Chriss Daniels:
•
West Coast is doing the games.
Scholarship Committee John Sweeney:
•
Drawing is at the May branch
meeting. 4 scholarships for $2,000
each.
•
Golf Tournament is May 19, 2016
Director of Retirees John Sweeney:
•
Retirement seminar is May 26, 2016.
Convention:
Jo Ann informed the members that everyone
is invited to the Friday night entertainment at
the state convention and also to the auxiliary
luncheon and banquet, but need to buy tickets
to those two events.

(Continued on Page 14)
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Dates to Remember

Shop

Stewards
Auburn.....................Sharlamar Alderin
Auburn..............................Son Nguyen
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex...............Sonny Diwan
Bellevue Annex...................Eric Magat
Bellevue Crossroads......Alia Chaudhry
Bellevue Crossroads......Tisha Peterson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bitterlake................................Ron Jilk
Bitterlake.............................Carol Ford
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Bothell...............................Terry Nixon
Burien...............................Tracie Steele
Columbia............................Rick Hoang
Des Moines..........................John Flynn
Enumclaw...................Steve McMullen
Georgetown...........................JV Cortez
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland........................Archie Asberry
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island..................Amilin Santos
Midtown/Seattle.....................Huy Ngo
Mill Creek.............................Luong Ha
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
North City........................Ron Grisham
North City............................Bay Young
Part-Time Regulars..........Cathy Brandt
Redmond ........................Eric McMeins
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds....................Chriss Daniels
Renton/Hlds.Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Main.........................................
Riverton...........................Dave Heiszler
Riverton.......................Curtis Matthews
Seattle Carrier Annex....Enrique Molina
Seattle Carrier Annex Deborah Patterson
Seattle Carrier Annex........Garrett Scott
Skyway.................................Lee Brown
Term Station.........................................
Twin Lakes...................Tawnie Brenner
Twin Lakes....................Kevin Gottlieb
University..........................Will Collins
Wallingford...................Scott Anderson
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle.....................Ryan Ellison
Westwood..............Gonzaldo Gonzoles
Westwood..........................Brad Larsen

Branch Meeting
Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N
May 11th / 7 pm
Next Month's Meeting
June 8th/ 7 pm
and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079
Director of
Insurance
Michael C. Keels
206-380-5971

Retired Club
See Luncheon Ad
page 7

Gold Card Luncheon
June 12 Executive Inn
Steward Council

Branch 79 Office
210 Queen Anne Ave N
May 25th / 7 pm

Gold Card Members
Arthur Ackerman
Vernon Anderson
Larry Austin
Donald Ballard
John Bertagni
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
Lawrence J. Branze
Richard Byland
George Condon
Patrick Davis
Eugene Dell
John Dunlap
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
Willard Fox
Conrad Gettman
Weslie Gilbertson
Jack Gummer
Elmer Gunnerson
Robert Hancock

Francis P. Hennessey
Ron Henry
Kenneth Hicks
Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson
Arthur Jenkins
John Janousek
Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
James Kramer
Noel Lambert
Frank LaRiviere
Robert Leahy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Don Madsen
Peter Madsen
Michael Mangan
Donald Markey
John Martin
Richard McFadden
Robert Michels
Robert McBerry
Lafayette Moore

Ed Morris Jr.
Kenneth Nelson
Gary Nolta
Mike Offield
Larry Olsen
Junji Ono
Eugene Orcutt
John Otis
Dan Padilla
Frank Parente
David Payne
William Petersen
Robert Peterson
Bernhart Ritscher
Charles Roberts
James Robinson
Don Sanders
Gerald Samson
Ray Schwan
Donald Shannon
Griffith Stockwell
Jimmy Terada
James Wood
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(Top Last Month's Story from Front)
how such a culture would never be
tolerated on the East Coast where
one of the guys had relocated from.
They kept referencing how awful the
workers were and how more than
$1,000 a week is spent in overtime,
as the carriers request it. In addition,
they thought [the carrier] should
be able to perform his route in six
hours, but he was requesting ten.
One of them claimed he could do the
work in four hours even though he
had not had a route in a couple of
years. Finally, they stated the union
needed to be gone and the postal
service privatized. [emphasis
added]
With supervision of the kind
I witnessed, I would say the
workers do in fact need union
representation. [emphasis
added] Furthermore, they deserve
supervisors who act more like
coaches than like dictators. These
boots on the ground carriers put
up with many challenges every day.
I would hope that management
would understand that and serve as
a resource rather than an obstacle.
I should never have been exposed
to this lack of respect for and the
complete humiliation of a person
just doing a job for my building. I’m
a customer and taxpayer who is
very happy with the job [the carrier]
performs for the people of Ballard
and specifically those in my building.
I hope my appraisal does not end
up falling on deaf ears because it
seems you have a big problem on
your hands and a much needed
change of supervision is in order.
Those three supervisors should not
be allowed to team up and harass
workers in public view while not
offering any assistance with process
improvement. Since the USPS is a
public service, its customers should
not have to listen to vocal criticism
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by its representatives.
Thanks for reading about my
experience, and please do use your
moral compass to bring about
positive changes!
[Customer]
Although I’m sure Singh-Minhas
was the instigator of this egregious
behavior the other two managers
are also to blame. I believe the
climate for this behavior is set by
upper management. The District
Manager knows about this and
similar behavior is cultivated by
at least one of the MPOOs (Kevin
Young). He is also disrespectful,
yells and screams at management
and craft employees. He constantly
blames our union for everything.
As I’ve said to others in
management and I will say to
Singh-Minhas, more than 80% of
the workforce in this county is
nonunionized (unfortunately). If
it’s so distasteful to deal with the
unions then go work for one of
those many companies. But while
you work for the Post Office you
have four unions to deal with. SO
DEAL WITH IT!!!

How Much Fun Was Your Caucus?
On Saturday, March 26th I attended
my political caucus. I believe this
was my third one and it did not
disappoint. I know many of you
also attended and I’m sure you had
a similar experience. There was so
much enthusiasm and excitement.
Everyone was in a good mood and
had lots to say.

There were hundreds in attendance
in my location and when it came
time to express preferences for
candidates precinct had twenty-four
for Bernie Sanders and seven for
Hilary Clinton.
One of my favorite parts was the
diversity of attendees. When it came
time to select delegates for the
conventions one young woman with
lots of piercings and tattoos, who
hadn’t said a word so far was first to
enthusiastically raise her hand. This
was her first caucus and now she is
a delegate.
When it was time to bring up issues
for the party Brooks and I had our
NALC fact sheets and resolutions
about important Postal Service
issues ready to go.
It was a good day.

(A well-attended caucus, more pics page 8)
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Cartoon Courtesy of Jack Hayes

it frankly gives us some breathing
space to talk about the issues,”
Brennan said.

The comments about eliminating
the prefunding requirement were
welcome after years of dealing with
former Postmaster General Donohoe
and his congressional cohort Darrell
Issa. Her other proposal to require
postal employees to use Medicare as
their primary insurance sounds like
a step back to the Donohoe agenda.
As Medici reported, the Postmaster
General will keep pressing for a
comprehensive postal reform bill

(Where's the Reform? From front)
– but will keep working to develop
consensus legislation with wide
support. That sounded good a
year ago, but what progress has
been made? We need relief from
the requirements of prefunding,
and legislation that will move the
agency in a positive direction. Like
the question asked in a popular
commercial years ago “Where’s the
Beef”?.
Branch Donations

During the month of March, Branch
79 made donations to:

•

National Parks Foundation

•

Aoerspace Machinists Industrial
District Lodge 751 (Guide Dogs)

•

Special Olympics

If you have a favorite charity or
organization you would like the
Branch to donate to, please send
the Trustees information about the
charity for review. Please include
the name of the charity, what they
do, and their address.

Send the information to:
NALC Branch 79 Board of Trustees,
210 Queen Anne Ave N #201,
Seattle, WA 98109
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USE YOUR HOME TO PAY FOR LIFE...
HOME EQUITY LOAN AS LOW AS 4.75% APR*
BORROW $5,000 TO $100,000 BASED ON 80%
LTV FIXED RATE OFTEN LOWER THAN CREDIT
CARD OR SIG LOANS 5, 10 AND 15 YEAR OPTIONS

. Home Improvement . Tuition
. Debt Reduction . Wedding
. Medical Bills
. (Fill in the blank)

LIMITED TIME OFFER: FREE APPRAISAL!**
FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA

*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. 4.75% APR effective as of 4/1/2016 and is subject to change. No manufactured homes or
condos. Loan payment based on term. Member must provide hazard insurance coverage.**Minimum balance of $15,000
required for free appraisal. A fee recoupment will be collected if you payoff and close the loan within the first 36 months if
there were out-of-pocket costs paid by C1CU. All loans subject to credit approval and other underwriting criteria.
NMLS #403439

www.thestand.org

Where is a carrier to go

for news about working people?
Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.
Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us,

every day!
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Membership Report
As Reported at the April 2016 Branch Meeting
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers

					

New Members			
43
Left Service			
33
Transfer Out			
0
Cancelled				
0
Retired				
8
Deaths				
3
Active			
1849
Associate				
35
Total Retired		
488*
*Includes Gold Card Members 70

Total Membership

2372

Retirees’ Annual
Reunion Luncheon
Saturday, May 7 at 1pm
th

Angelo’s in Burien
601 SW 153rd St
Menu choices:
Shrimp or Pollo Salad
Spaghetti
Beef or Seafood Cannelloni
Turkey Sandwich
Chicken Parmigiana
$14 includes salad, bread,
tax and tip and beverage:
coffee, tea or soda.

Call Retired Club President
Pat Costello at

206-246-8232
email: pat2355@aol.com
to RSVP or for more info.

Brookfield
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality
Union Made Uniforms
Get $465 for your $420 allowance.
Seattle Odd Zips

Ken Eline

Retired Br. 79
1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155
206-365-2659 Cell: 206-271-3053
Seattle Even Zips

Larry Anderson
Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444
Seattle WA 98168
206-653-7815

Shared Services
(National Human Resources)
1-877-477-3273
http://liteblue.usps.gov
You’ll need your Employee ID#
and your USPS PIN.

Congratulations
Recent Retirees
Ricardo Bulan
Robert Fenton
Gary Higgins
Jennifer Metts
Rosa Osoteo
Keith Wagner
Curtis Williams
Tony Curtis
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Caucus Pictures from President's Report

MEMORIAL
Brother Joseph T. Belanger
Retired
Brother Tyrone L. Gordly
Retired
Brother Keith Moody
Retired
Eugene Brown
Brother of Brother Gary White
Karen Matthews
Mother of Brother Shawn Hallahan
Severino M. Smith
Father of Brother Raymond Smith
Diane Van Volkenburg
Mother of Sister Jennifer Arp
Phillip Andrew Walker
Brother of Sister Regina Ann Gresler

Don't Forget
the Gold Card
Luncheon is on
June 12th at
the Executive
Inn
Above:
An enthusiastic Bernie
Sanders supporter at the
caucus.
Right: Caucusers including
Branch 79 Trustee Brooks
Bennett, second from left

The Seventy-Niner
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Trans Bathroom Bill Bull

O

-Andrea de Majewski-

ne article from the March
issue of the Seventy-Niner
in particular caught my
eye. Creepy, pervy men shouldn’t
be allowed to attack women in
bathrooms, was the gist of it. This
was somehow, some way, tied up
with so-called "bathroom biils,"
about transgendered people's
bathroom use. I don’t see the
connection. See, it’s definitely
against the law to prey on people
or assault people in bathrooms,
no matter what your genitals are,
what you say they are, or what
you hope they will be some day.
That behavior is, and should be,
wrong and illegal. But this idea
of a predacious man posing as a
transwoman in order to commit
crimes is an invention, a straw man,
created to induce fear and thereby
win a political argument that is
about something else. Something
more complicated and more real.

The transgender bathroom bill
is more about people like me, a
carrier who works at the illustrious
Seattle Carrier Annex, is a girl,
looks like a dude, and uses the
bathroom several times a day. At
work, I use the women’s, because
people know me and it’s nbd. But if
a new person shows up, I make sure
somebody else is in the bathroom
before I go in, no matter how bad
I have to go. I want to be able to
talk to somebody when I go in,
because if I use my voice people
get conflicting information with my
male appearance and clue in that
somethings’s off and then they don’t
scream. If I don’t talk, on MOST
occasions a woman in a restroom
will challenge my right to be there,
either with a bad look or a question
or, most upsettingly, but not all
that rarely, screaming in my face.
That’s the response I get at most un-

familiar bathrooms not on Capitol
Hill. But I like to go to bars, and I
don’t like being ghettoized, so I have
to face this predicament an awful
lot. Often I just end up using the
men’s room, where I don’t have the
equipment to use a urinal so must
wait for the dirty/occupied stall.

Under the ridiculous logic of the
anti-trans bathroom bills, we would
all be forced to use the restroom
that matched our gentials. Please!!
Who’s going to check? Also, forget it,
I’ll break the law because if you’ve
never had a roomful of teenage
girls screaming and crying at you
because you’re a scary freak, you
should trust me, it’s worse than
most things. And it’s MUCH harder
for people going the other way –
biological males who identify as
female. Because if there’s any likely
violence in this world, it’s that
committed by straight males against
those who question the rigid binary
structure of gender. Transwomen
that don’t pass (usually this is a
money issue) get the crap beaten
out of them on the regular. That’s
who these bills are about. So laws
which are supposed to stop attacks
that just don't actually happen, will
instead encourage attacks which
do actually happen to happen more
often.
Some people are against the
blurring of gender lines, anywhere,
by anyone. I ask you to go with your
heart. Do you know anyone who
just doesn’t fit well into gender
norms? Do you want that person to
face humiliation at best and danger
at worst every time they must pee
outside their homes?

Welcome New Members
Kari Bloss
Kwanchun Chan
Ignace Tshiamala
Valerie Knowles
Todd Bishop
Donald Hilstad
Joshua Secker
Jason McDaniel
Martin Lewis
Christopher Thompson
Amanda Honrud
Hermelinda Magana
Xavier Fagolfeg
Timothy Corey
Hamza Abdulrahman
Bryan Hunt
Eric Wing
Hassan Hassan
Stacey Johnson
Amanda Jordan
Eric Hipolito, Sr.
Crystal Hinojosa
Domishae Jackson
Patrice Simon
Whitney Liggett
Thao Anh Nguyen
Amanuel Yohannes
David Moreno
Leovardo Ramos
Ashley Obee
Merete Tuji
Estrella Constanzo
Michael Dadi
David K Leigh
Bhu Dayal
Joshua Zuniga
Ton Meas
James Holiyan
Sasha Flinchum
Huang Cheng
Anthony Rowe
Pawanveer Singh
Wilfredo Atienzo
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Just Add Water
- Don Nokes-

It’s not for me to provide management
with any more bad ideas to
implement, so I’m going pin these
ideas on Bill Lemon, one of my
favorite Letter Carrier compatriots at
West Seattle Station....and I would also
like my long time pal and current West
Seattle Carrier “Dado” to shoulder
some of the blame - both of whom
are semi-responsible for this month’s
screed concerning water; its necessity,
its intake and ergo its elimination.

We, man (ergo woman as well), are
approximately 75% water I am told.
Water is almost all of us. We need
water to function properly. Water
is involved in everything we do – it
all takes water – everything from
reasoning, to the blink of an eye, to the
beat of your heart – water is essential.
Ergo (again) man must hydrate –
drink water regularly throughout the
day. Eight glasses of water a day is an
absolute minimum for the body to
maintain basic functions. Athletes and
those involved in high aerobic work
activities, such as Letter Carriers,
must hydrate even more than most.
Return with me now to those thrilling
days of yesteryear – as this is what
happened to me when I needed to
pee. Battling bouts of dehydration I
went to visit my doctor. “What’s up
with me?” I ask. “I ache all over.” He
diagnosed me with Fibromyalgia and
said I needed to hydrate more. He told
me to take a jug of water on my route
– at least a gallon size - to drink and
drain and refill it, at least twice a day.
So, I say, “I need a note!” Why? “If I’m a
drinkin’ – I’m a goin’! Once they push
you out the door at the start of your
day, they expect you to be a free falling
projectile that doesn’t stop until you
hit the station door on your return.
You’ll need to medically verify the
extension of my street time.” He wrote
me a note – replete with a diagnosis,
which explained in layman’s terms,
as to the need for me to hydrate and
that this could, should, and/or would
necessitate my stopping for comfort

breaks – due to my medical condition.

I had my note, and I had the manager
riding my back like a hump. He’s
following me in and out of toilet stalls.
(Creepy-Pervy) I open the door, there
he was jotting away in his note pad.
He’s mad and getting madder, and
by the end of the day he’s mad as a
hatter and speaking in tongues. “And
na, na, now – we’re heading back to
the station?!” No, sorry. I still hadn’t
taken my second 10 minute break,
and also – (sotto voce) I needed to
use the restroom. Well, that just about
did it for Mister Manager. He was
turning blue in the face. I thought
maybe He needed to go? And I was
right, because he jumped into his car,
tout suite, rolled down the window
and screamed, “I’m subtracting all
your toilet time!!!!” Tromping on the
gas pedal and pinning the steering
wheel he spun out, spitting rocks all
across the parking lot. “My gawd.” I
thought. “He’s the Lone Ranger.” All
that was missing was the “William
Tell Overture” and a “Hi-Ho Silver Away.” Intimidation works fine on
some folks, but having been a shop
steward, and having “peeked behind
the curtain” so to speak, knowing
the cracks that lie behind the façade,
and having seen the bully that hides
behind the fright mask – for me it was
like watching a two year old’s temper
tantrum.

At twenty-five years into my postal
career - I was no longer a favorite
of anyone on the managerial side of
the clipboard. The job takes its toll.
You get slow, don’t you know?! So - I
sought out my buddy Bill Lemon to
confide in. I explained the inexplicable
behavior of Mister Manager, his attack
of Glossolalia and his parting salvo
that “He was subtracting all my toilet
time.” What’s up with that? What was
I going to do when nature called?
And my good friend Lemon looks at
me aghast and says, “Geez Don, what
do you think the rubber bands are
for?!” Please don’t let them “shortsheet” your street time by insisting
you apply a rubber band tourniquet
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to your nards. (I think that’s how they
castrate certain animals, not sure.)

You have to hydrate with this job...
it’s body maintenance - it’s how you
grease your wheels and keep your
temperature regulated - it’s necessary
for your health and safety. For CrySakes - hydrate. And what goes in
must duly come out, but come on –
dogging people for toilet time? Come
on, man.

Poor Dado, he was being hounded
by management as his scanner
was clocking and docking him for
excessive comfort stops. Shame.
“What’s the matter with you, Dado –
too proud to pee on a tree?” He tried
to explain to me that he’d gone on
vacation, back home, the Philippines,
his stomach was acting up…but I
stopped him right in his tracks. “What
you need are Astronaut Diapers.
Then all your whiney excuses would
fly right away.” And my wife said, “It
could have a pocket in it to carry your
scanner in the back.” “Yes!” I said,
“Then they could attach an antenna
to your scanner with a red beacon
on it; a beacon that would rock back
and forth like a metronome whenever
you walked – that way they could tell,
even in the dark, if you had stopped or
not. If it’s not rockin’ – he’s probably
talkin’. And that would be a time
wasting practice….one must presume.
Of course our entire discourse took
place as we strode desperately to
remain astride Dado – as he is like the
fastest Letter Carrier ever!
Maybe management should issue
Astronaut Diapers or possibly make
them a requisite for employment?
“All Carriers must show up for work
fully accessorized. On this - your job
-Depends.” Then like the helicopter
parents they mimic they can complete
the process by becoming “obsessive
diaper sniffers” at the end of the
day. Before clocking out all carriers
must meet with Mister Manager to
assess whether or not they need
changing. “God grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I
can, and the wisdom to know the
difference.”
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A Blast From the Past
-Jason Valian-

D

uring my postal career, I have
worked beside coworkers
with varying personalities and
character traits. It makes for a very
interesting and eclectic group.
Some of my coworkers I would call
the” ghosts” of the office. These are
employees that show up on a regular
basis, rarely call in sick, and just go
about their business. They don’t
add much to the atmosphere of the
office, but they don’t detract from it
either. They just do their job, don’t
worry about anyone else, mind their
business, and you might even have to
ask if they were at work since they
don’t draw attention to themselves.
Others of my fellow employees I
might call the “angels” of the office.
These individuals’ presence on the
workroom floor adds to a more
harmonious, and enjoyable work
environment. For the most part they
are cheerful, kind, are concerned
about others, usually have a smile
on their face, and are quick to give
you a word of encouragement, a
complement, or get you to laugh.
They are also pretty good at bringing
in treats to share in the break room.

A few of my colleagues I might call the
“philanthropists” of the office. These
workers are the ones that volunteer
or step up to fill positions that not
only benefit the workroom floor, but
sometimes the community as well.
They become shop stewards, Food
Drive coordinators, CFC coordinators,
and make sure get-well and
sympathy cards are passed around
the workroom floor to be signed.
Sometimes these workers are thanked
for their hard work and generosity,
but as more often is the case, their
persevering is underappreciated.
Finally, we get to what I would call
the “Beelzebubs” of the post office.
These are persons who sow discord

and disharmony, are treacherous,
and are only concerned with selfaggrandizement or their own selfinterests. They don’t value the
humanity of their colleagues, and
look at others as only stepping-stones
or obstacles to their goals. Their
presence in the office only creates
misery and suffering. They take,
but never get back. (Some of my coworkers probably think of me as a
Beelzebub, and wish I would literally,
not figuratively, turn into a ghost!)

To mitigate the effect of these
Beelzebubs, the angels and
philanthropists come into play. If the
Beelzebubs are coworkers, the angels
can help alleviate the negativity the
Beelzebubs exude. If the Beelzebubs
are management (as is more often
the case), the philanthropists can
help protect and defend in the form
of shop stewards. They can act as
bulkheads against the tyranny of the
oppressor by filing grievances and
insisting on adherence to the contract.
There are different motivations why
a philanthropist might pursue a
position. It could be a sense of duty,
a need to make a difference for the
betterment of their colleagues or
community. It could also be a way
to give back instead of just taking.
Whatever the reason, we are lucky to
have those individuals amongst us.
The thing is, it isn’t just the current
philanthropists that help out their
colleagues, it is also those who have
“been there, done that”.
I had the honor and privilege of
working with gold card member
Eugene (Geno) Orcutt. In the Renton
Installation where I work, there was
a 48-year past practice that was
terminated by management. The
letter carriers at my installation
had benefited from the legacy
Geno and others had passed down
through the years before it was
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callously destroyed by a pernicious
entity. When I contacted Geno for
background information, he could
have said it wasn’t his battle anymore.
He had been retired for 26 years,
and his job as a letter carrier, shop
steward, and branch president were
long past. But instead of dismissing
my requests for information and
interviews, Geno was ready and
willing once more to “step into the
breach” and fight the battle with an
intractable foe.

Geno was fantastic! He was
concerned about the current crop
of letter carriers, some of which
worked alongside Geno before he
retired. (Unfortunately, I didn’t
have the opportunity as Geno had
retired before I started my career
with the USPS.) He testified at the
arbitration hearing, and even told
me he lost sleep thinking about
how management could obliterate
a 48-year past practice that was
jointly negotiated in good faith by
management and the Union. His
strong desire to right a wrong was
admirable and commendable. His
intestinal fortitude was on full display,
and it would be beneficial to emulate
his determination.
But, it wasn’t only Geno that chipped
in and added their statements and
concerns. Warren Haynes, Chuck
“Gibby” Gibson, Sandy Cadle, Matt
Cloran, Warren Carrier, Gerald
Samson and others were of invaluable
help. All of these individuals could
have told me they weren’t interested
in the current situation at the
Renton Post Office, but every one of
them, without exception, answered
questions and wrote a statement.
To quote what Chriss Daniels wrote
in her February Seventy-Niner article,
Geno and the other retirees that
helped the current Renton employees
are “Serving Above and Beyond” and
showing that they “still care about the
wages, hours and working conditions
for those of us still employed as letter
carriers and for any future letter
carriers hired.” Amen sister!
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Dear Mr. Bigshot
-Chriss Daniels, Trustee-

M

r. Touchet,

I was very impressed to
see you accompany your superior
to a union interview. Too bad that
impression always sours when you
walk in the room with your big bad
boy attitude towards a union activist
and something you used to be. Or
have you forgotten?
You need to learn your place when
you accompany management to a
union interview. You may have the
title of a Labor Relations Specialist,
but you personally know nothing on
how to deal with your coworkers.
Yes I am your coworker. We both
work for the Postal Service, just
different titles. You see, as you
informed me that I am JUST a
steward and a Postal employee, you
are also JUST a Postal employee, but
one with a collar around your neck
and a leash for your superiors to
yank on so you do as you’re told.

You were wrong coming to a union
interview where the union would
be interviewing your superior and
thinking it was okay to belittle the
steward conducting the interview,
and then constantly interrupting the
interview with your disrespectful
attitude and questions. You were
wrong when you decided you were
your superior’s representative
and could constantly interrupt
the interview by asking irrelevant
questions or making rude comments
about my position at the Post Office
and asking for the relevancy to
my interview questions. You were
wrong to bring my clock rings for
the last year into the interview to
show how little I carry my route
due to steward time. This was a
union interview not an investigative
interview with me. You were wrong
when you thought it was okay to
instruct your superior to put me

on regular time so you both could
ask me questions. You were way
out of line when you decided that “I
don’t get representation” when you
started asking me questions.

After your threat of calling the
National Business Agent’s (NBA)
office to tattle on me because I was
not cooperating with you, it was
obvious you didn’t talk to anyone
when you returned to the interview.
But you did think that by laying your
phone in the middle of the table and
informing me that Debbie would
be calling back, I should have been
intimidated by that action. Here is a
clue Touchet, you do not intimidate
me, nor do I feel threated by you. I
just don’t know how to deal with a
wild animal that is allowed to run
loose at the Postal Service.
Interrupting the union interview by
threatening to call the NBA’s office
because “I” was not cooperating
with you was genius. That was just
one of your stupid decisions. Just in
case you think I didn’t notice, when
the NBA’s office returned your call,
you and your superior left a few
minutes later without a word about
your conversation related to my
behavior during a UNION interview.
That is due to your being wrong.

It seems pretty funny now, because
I had every right to ignore you,
I had every right to pretend you
were not there. I had every right
not to respond to your questions
or comments. But you could not
stand that you could not control
the steward who was trying to
conduct a union interview with your
superior. You needed attention so
badly that you had to get out of your
chair at one point and lean across
the table just to yell in my face! Way
to go BIG SHOT, you really taught me
something.
You could not stand that I spit back
in your face the very words you
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may have used when you were
a union activist, “You are not a
representative, you are to take notes
and be quiet”.

In one of your comments near the
end of your attempted interrogation
with me you stated, “This office
has an effect on my career. What
violations are a problem? Because
I’m looking to reduce steward
time. Your job is to deliver the
mail not filing grievances." Need
I remind you that I have two jobs,
being a letter carrier and being a
steward and alternate chief steward.
Management is required by the
contract to provide the steward
time to investigate and process
grievances even when management
calls you for guidance and you
provide bad information. You seem
to always be looking for a way to
work around what the National
Agreement actually states. It’s
no wonder we have grievances. I
did the math for you just in case
you and your superior thought I
was stupid enough to believe that
the Renton Highlands has more
grievances in the area our MPOO
(Manager Post Office Operations)
covers. The Renton Installation has
averaged 2.7 grievances each week
this year. I know for a fact that other
Installations have averaged more
than Renton. Get your facts straight
before you bark. As a reminder,
there is one certain way to reduce
grievances. Quit violating the
contract!
You are nothing but a monkey that
gets let out of his cage on occasions
to try and intimidate anyone
your superiors think need to be
controlled. If I had been sitting next
to you as your superior, I would
have been ashamed to be the one
that let you out of your cage.

By the way, the union did not run
Soon Kim out of our Installation
as your superior stated; the Loon
swam on her own accord. But it was
great hearing that comment!
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(Name Games from Back)
had issued to me. Postal managers
disciplined me more in that one
year than I have gotten in the entire
rest of my life combined. That was
soon after the economy and mail
volume went down, and managers
were under stress over their career
numbers. All the discipline I got
was for bureaucratic stuff, and not
for anything related to service.
Managers never assessed my quality
of service, as far as I saw. They
tend to be preoccupied with other
things. Anyway, I looked at my crisp
new discipline with surprise, and
thought to myself: “That title makes
it sound as if customer service is
their foremost concern!”
A lot of managers would be most
accurately titled “Self-Importance
at any Cost” Managers, if you look
at what is actually going on in the
offices. As I have written elsewhere,
I believe self-importance is the
foremost priority amongst Postal
managers, albeit an unspoken one.
Managerial puffiness sabotages
all the other things they claim to
be working on officially. But if you
prefer a title that reflects the job
where they put the most officially
sanctioned effort, then they would
have to be called: “Cut Labor
Managers.”
Most of the measurements that
affect office managers’ careers
have to do with labor numbers.
Management has oversight of every
kind imaginable over labor use,
including local command centers
stocked with workers who are paid
to track individual carriers on their
daily rounds by way of GPS. There
is no similar zeal when it comes
to measurements of individual
carriers’ quality of service, by
comparison. We do not have a
command center stocked with
workers who spot check deliveries
to make sure we got it right, for
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Managers might claim that
they have at least one oversight
measurement for carrier service
in the form of parcel scanning
percentiles. And they might
claim that this oversight program
shows how concerned they are
about service. Well, sure, accurate
scanning is a service issue. But
everyone knows that management’s
primary motive with watching scans
is more about making business
deals than it is about the service
per se. Revenue affects upper
management’s careers every bit
as much as cutting labor does.
And since big revenue contractors
are pressuring managers to get
scanning improved as a condition
for future deals, upper managers are
then pushing that pressure downhill
to get the deals. We see the signs of
this hierarchy of priorities all the
time on our workfloors. Our office
managers get more upset about a
missed scan on an Amazon parcel
than a missed scan on a random
granny’s parcel. If straight service
was the concern, then random
granny’s parcel should be at least
as important. But Amazon has more
power over revenue. So service
is actually the secondary priority
here. Management career numbers
are pretty much always the highest
priority.

Indeed, managers routinely sacrifice
service in order to improve their
career numbers. Lines at the Postal
window are consistently longer than
at just about any other counter in
the country. Is that about improving
service or keeping staffing as low
as possible? Some say the clerks
should just go faster. But the faster
the clerks go, the more managers
take advantage by cutting staffing,
and then the line ends up being just
as long as it was before. It is easiest
to blame the people out front. But
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unseen managers have more control
over these things than the people
out front ever did.
The same tradeoff is happening
in the street deliveries, where
managers are pushing to use the
cheapest most disempowered labor
with the least consistent routines
to do as many of the deliveries as
possible. Of course this leads to
higher errors and a lower quality of
service — problems that customers
often blame on the regular carriers
and the business as a whole. But
again, managers’ career numbers
matter more to them than all that.
There are always tradeoffs with
labor cost and service, that is true.
But it is misleading to name officelevel managers after customer
service, when their primary duty is
clearly about cutting labor.

Our established career carriers
are actually the ones most likely
to take service seriously, even
when managers are pushing for
other things. Carriers know their
neighborhoods personally, and want
to feel like they are doing something
positive for their customers. Many
regular carriers get angry when
someone goes through and messes
up service on their route. It makes
everyone in the business look bad.
This attitude reflects what some
have called “union pride.” Few
workers have the energy to take
pride in their work when they are
paid little and treated poorly. But
once workers can live the American
Dream through their jobs, they
naturally start to take ownership of
the work. Unions help the workers
take pride in this way. And that
pride is the main motivating factor
when service gets done right in this
business.
Postal managers might like to claim

(Continued on Page 14)
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(Name Games from Page 13)
that they willingly provide the
conditions for laborers to take pride
and do quality work. However, the
facts tell another story. National
contract negotiations and grievance
arbitration records clearly show
that supporting workers in the
American Dream is something
that management often does
begrudgingly, due to the oversight
of higher authorities. We would not
need a union if it was otherwise.
Nor would we need arbitration
or Congressional allies. If left to
its own devices, our management
might easily pursue hand-to-mouth
career numbers until worker pride
and the business’s reputation went
into a death spiral. For this business,
service often gets done right in spite
of management priorities, and not
because of them.
So if our office level managers’
job titles reflected the task where
they put the most official energy,
then they would have to be called
“Cut Labor Managers.” That’s their
official obsession. Imagine that
job title on their correspondence.
Wouldn’t it be beautifully honest?
Had I seen that on my Letter of
Warning, I would have said: “Thank
you! At least one thing in this letter
is correct!”

The second official duty our office
managers take most seriously, after
cutting labor, has to be collecting
and entering bureaucratic data,
itself mostly intended to help
with cutting labor. Managers are
measuring things with yardsticks
and entering this or that in the
computer for a large part of the
day. Upper managers never saw a
labor oversight measurement they
didn’t like, and they cannot conceive
of the possibility that much of this
might cost the business more to
collect than it could possibly help to
save once collected. But no matter,
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the lower managers have to do
it. So, rather than naming them
after “Customer Service” our office
managers would more aptly be
called “Data Entry Technicians,” or
“Bean Counters.”

Here’s another one that is more
important than service, when you
watch what managers actually do:
they follow orders. If their bosses
tell them to do something that is bad
for service, of course they are going
to do it. This is not an organization
where employees put their heads
together and problem solve about
much of anything. Managers like to
pretend we put our heads together
from time to time, especially if
outsiders are watching. It is the
same way they like to pretend that
our jobs are “casual.” But when it
comes down to it, this organization
operates mostly by top-down
authoritarianism. Lower managers
who want to get along have to play
along. So a managerial title more
fitting than anything related to
customer service would have to be
“Yes-Person.” I need not mention
the more colorful and well-known
variants of this job title.
As to serving customers, managers
often do what they have to so that
they can return their focus to the
the other things. I think much
of the time it is more like “Tell
Customers What They Want to
Hear and Then Forget About It”
Managers. Or maybe “Come up With
a Solution That’s Guaranteed to Fail”
Managers. Or how about: “Don’t
Answer the Phone” Manager? Then
there’s the increasingly popular
variant: “Cut Staffing to the Point
Where Clerks Can’t Get Mail To the
Carriers and Try to Make Up For
it By Doing Clerk Work Yourself
While You Don’t Answer the Phone”
Manager. Yeah, that’s a new Seattle
classic.
There is quite a bit of variability in

our managers, to be sure, but the
culture as a whole has problems.
Obscured priorities and misleading
titles reflect that dysfunction. A lot
of managers apparently believe
that playing games and shading
the truth makes them slick modern
go getters. But trying to get over
on others has existed since long
before our ancestors could even
walk upright. It is only when we
get beyond this mentality that we
can claim to have evolved. I value
straight-shooting honesty over
gamesmanship any day.

(Minutes from Page 2)
Editor:
•
Jo Ann stated the deadline is this
Sunday.
Trustees’ Report:
•
Chriss reported that the trustees met
and found the books in good order.
MSC.
•
The membership was also informed
of the donations approved by the
officers.
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers:
•
Reported on the Branch finances.
MSC
•
Membership report was given.
Books are closing
Dates to Remember:
•
Shop Steward meeting
4/25/16
•
Branch meeting
5/11/16
•
State convention 5/20 – 5/22/16
•
Retired Club Pat Costello:
•
Monthly meeting is next Tuesday at
Ihop.
•
May 7, 2016 is the annual luncheon
at Angelo’s.
MDA drawing won by Chris Larsen, Brooks
Bennett & Coby Jones.
Door Prize won by Don Nokes
Meeting adjourned at 7:52pm.
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Come Join
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the Fun!!

Branch 79’s Picnic & Softball Tournament
Sunday July 31st

Petrovitsky Park
16400 SE Petrovitsky Road
Renton 98058
Door Prizes
Grill Open 11:00am –1:00pm
Letter Carrier Band Music 12:00-1:00pm
Face Painting 11:30-2:30pm
Baking Contest Entries Deadline 1:00pm
Don’t Forget a Side Dish to Share!!
GAMES for ALL AGES! by
West Coast Entertainment 1:00pm-3:00pm

18th Annual Co-Ed Softball Tournament will start at 8:30am
Mail team rosters by June 30th to
Ron Jilk, Softball Chair
210 Queen Anne Ave N Suite 201
Seattle, Wa. 98109

15 member maximum/3 women minimum per team. Open to NALC and Craft Union Members.
Family members 15 and over welcome with proof of insurance for minors. Your never too old
for Softball!!
Chriss Daniels Picnic Chair 425-444-5711
Ron Jilk Softball Chair 425-244-1113
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